VSPACE
Your New Presence Online.

A virtual environment that combines content,
communications, networking, collaboration
and transactions in one space.
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REAL LIFE,
DIGITALLY ENHANCED
Elevate engagement through interactive and
immersive virtual spaces.

“Do you miss real interactions like we do?”
When attending virtual meetings or events, we miss being in the same environment, we feel
far from each other, it’s impersonal and it's not easy to communicate or collaborate. All of
this leads to unengaged meetings that didn’t achieve our goals.
We all know that virtual is here to stay , the year 2020 will change the way we do business
forever. At VirtualB, we understand that companies need to find ways to deliver creative
and engaging experiences for their customers, employees and suppliers via a seamless
virtual space. Our solution is a custom branded space that lives on our platform and
makes a company's brand come to life.
Imagine an extension of your company, open 24/7, where you can engage, network,
collaborate and share documents with your audience with personalized content based on
their profile type inside a branded environment. That would be cool right? Well, that’s where
we can help with our VSpace solution!
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USE CASES
Our immersive and interactive 3D platform can reflect your company’s needs,
with limitless environments of all types. From an art gallery to an island, a
showroom to a tradeshow and even your office. The only limit is your
imagination! Your audience can experience innovative interactions with
video conferencing, live chatting and 3D product manipulation.

Some possible use cases:

Remote Offices
Training

Tradeshows

Networking

Conferences

Galleries
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Employee Events
Events
Fairs

Product Launches

Showrooms

Education

Teambuilding
Sales

The virtualB Platform is
the only truly interactive,
intuitive and immersive
platform on the market
today.
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PRODUCT FEATURES
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3D Immersive
Environment

Customizable
Design

Avatars

Video & Chat
Interaction

3D Product
Manipulation

Web-Based,
No Download

Easy to
Navigate

Secure & GDPR
Compliant

Background
Sound

Data
Collection

SAAS
Platform

Embedded
Media
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PRODUCT BENEFITS
Unleash your imagination

Customize Xperience live

Collect live data

Extend your reach

Duplicate personalized versions

Connect with your audience

Teleport your customers to your factory, show
them your products outside, make them travel
by going through a door...

Benefit from real-time data analysis to quickly
adapt your offer like the e-commerce industry
has been able to do to outperform the retail
industry

Offer your reseller network or distributors
personalized replicas of your showroom to
control your brand image and boost their
performance.
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Adapt the user experience to your guest in real
time. Push relevant content to your visitors and
discover the power of "One to One" marketing.

Extend the influence of your brand beyond
territorial boundaries, reach unexpected
consumers, push back the limits of reality.

Rapid adaptation of consumers who find the
spatial and social landmarks existing in real
life. Write, talk, exchange easily in a secure
environment that augments your brand.
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CONTACT US FOR
A DEMO
Your Trusted Distributor

E m a i l : i n f o@a ccordex.ca
P h o n e : +1 514.639.6998
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